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Abstract -The demand for electricity is increasing at a very high rate and demand for power is running ahead 

of supply. Introduction of Distributed energy resources (DES) is the biggest change happening to the 

distribution network. There is an increased integration of DES with the distribution network using power 

electronics converters as to meet the continuously increasing demand of electricity. In future it is expected 

that the penetration level of distributed energy resources will further increase. The connection of distributed 

energy resources with the distribution network result in increase in the value of fault current which can causes 

the abnormal conditions in the entire power system network . The equipment installed at generating station 

and at substation is very expensive. Therefore it is necessary to protect these equipment from fault current. A 

Fault Current Limiter (FCL) is a revolutionary power system device that overcomes the problems due to 

increased fault current levels. It is a device that reduces prospective fault currents to a lower manageable level. 

In this paper principals of operation and structures of various fault current limiter is discussed. It gives short 

and up-to-date literature review of conventional fault current limiting devices as well as fault current limiting 

devices which are still in a research or  development stage. 
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I.Introduction 

 

Because of utilization development, new power age plants ought to be introduced. Creating systems and their 

interconnections may expand the blame current levels, which are more than the greatest short out limit of 

circuit breakers (CBs). The expanded blame current level can make extreme harm the system. Among various 

blames in conveyance arranges, the short out blame is the most normal one and can cause genuine harm, for 

example, overvoltage drifters, loss of synchronization, confinements disappointment, and may cause gear 

containing protecting oil to detonate. To keep these issues, a few arrangements are utilized, for example, 

redesigning the switchgear and other related parts [1], associating the power-electronic converter interface 

amongst systems and recently introduced appropriated generators (DGs) [2], control framework 

reconfiguration [3],connecting high-impedance transformers for expanding impedance of the system [4], and 

new arrangements, for example, the utilization of the brought together interphase control controller (UIPC) 

for blame current control in interconnected frameworks [5]. In any case, these strategies require high power 

evaluations, weight, and cost. A shabby and solid arrangement might be the utilization of an insurance gadget, 

for example, a breaker [5]. This hardware is self-activating, shabby, and is of little size which can intrude on 

blame streams without utilizing sensors and actuators. Be that as it may, it is single-utilize gadget and 

requirements manual substitution [6]. Additionally, a CB is a bit of defensive gear and can be naturally 

stumbled. Be that as it may, CBs with high-current interfering with capacities are costly gadgets [6]. As of 

late, novel plans for restricting the size of the blame current have been proposed. The blame current limiter 

(FCL) is the best answer for the blame current constraint contrasted with the beforehand introduced restricting 

plans. As to defensive response, they can be considered in two kinds. One write limits the blame current to a 

worthy level, appropriate to be securely hindered by the electrical switch (CB). The other kind goes about as 

a breaker and intrudes on the blame current itself. In this paper, the primary sort, that is, non interfering with 

FCL, is researched. Because of the sort of the reactor, FCLs can be classified in two kinds. One compose 

utilizes the dc reactor and other one uses the ac reactor to constrain the blame current to a satisfactory level. 

One of the power-gadgets based FCLs is an extension write FCL (BFCL) that is characterized in single-stage 

and three-stage four-wire arrangements [7]– [10]. For the most part, these BFCLs utilize a rectifier connect 
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and a dc reactor for  constraining the blame current. The essential structure of the BFCL is exhibited in [11], 

has a basic structure, and acts naturally in the moment of blame beginning so it doesn't require a control 

circuit. Be that as it may, this dc reactor-type FCL can't withstand against the blame current for an extensive 

stretch. Bringing out a high dc voltage over the dc reactor amid the blame time frame builds framework 

misfortunes and prompts utilize a massive and costly cooling framework. To relieve the essential BFCL 

issues, a few alterations were made by the creators. In [12]– [14], a damping resistor with a protected door 

bipolar transistor (IGBT) switch in arrangement with the dc reactor is utilized to control the blame current 

abundancy. Amid the blame, the controller has an ON-OFF term for IGBT and additions the damping resistor 

in the blame current way which diminishes the blame current abundancy to an adequate level. This 

controllable damping resistor can diminish the blame current level and enhance the voltage profile up to an 

adequate voltage level, however overvoltage on the IGBT is impressive so utilizing the cumbersome and 

costly cooling framework is unavoidable. A superior dc reactor-type FCL, where FCL parts are puts on the 

auxiliary side of a seclusion transformer, is proposed in [15]. This FCL depends on the BFCL idea where its 

dc reactor incorporates two loops. The principle loop of the dc reactor is associated in arrangement with a 

damping resistor in parallel with an IGBT that is the same as the past FCL structure of [12]– [14]. Its 

supplementary curl is associated with the sidestep switches. The sidestep switches control the dc reactor 

impedance so as to stifle transient in surge current or farthest point the blame current. In the event that the 

blame current surpasses the edges level, the controller embeds the damping resistor in the blame current way 

by means of killing the IGBT. In spite of the fact that this FCL demonstrations superior to anything other dc 

reactor-type FCLs however it has a few issues, including conduction misfortunes, exchanging overvoltage, 

convoluted control procedure, and utilizing the cooling framework is unavoidable. The dc reactor-type FCLs 

have less voltage drop amid typical mode, yet they can withstand just a constrained time of blame current. 

The excess volt-second on the dc reactor amid the blame time frame soaks the center, and the FCL will lose 

the present restricting capacity. Ac reactor-based FCLs utilize control hardware or mechanical changes to 

sidestep the ac reactor amid the typical activity mode [16]. A few topologies utilize an arrangement 

reverberation LC tank in their structures [17]. The arrangement reverberation FCLs are imperceptible amid 

ordinary activity mode in light of the fact that the arrangement ac reactor and capacitor are in reverberation 

condition and their aggregate impedance is unimportant. Amid the blame, the power-electronic switches 

sidestep the arrangement capacitor and detuned the arrangement reverberation LC tank. At that point, the ac 

reactor impedance restrains the blame current. These FCLs have great ability to diminish the blame current 

yet their on state control misfortunes and exchanging overvoltage are not worthy. Some of them utilize an 

arrester in parallel with the power-gadgets changes to diminish the exchanging over voltages. In 

arrangement/parallel reverberation structures, the identical obstruction of the LC tank has very critical issues 

which speak to extensive misfortunes. As of late, strong state CBs have been presented in the writing [18], 

[19]. These gadgets go about as a CB quicker than the conventional mechanical CBs. The dc reactor-type 

FCLs have great execution amid typical activity mode however they can't control the blame current 

effectively. Then again,ac reactor-type FCLs can effectively diminish the blame current to a worthy level yet 

they have significant misfortunes amid the typical task mode. Likewise, exchanging amongst ordinary and 

blame condition causes high finished voltages on the power-gadgets switches. Moreover, keeping in mind the 

end goal to have an appropriate FCL, it is prescribed to join the dc and ac reactor-based FCLs with 

predominant focal points. In this paper, a novel and basic scaffold compose strong state blame current limiter 

(BSSFCL) structure in view of ac/dc reactors is displayed that conquers the greater part of the FCLs downsides 

laid out already. Truth be told, the recently proposed BSSFCL is a dc reactor-type FCL amid typical task 

mode which dodges the bothersome immersion of the dc reactor and it is an ac reactor-type FCL amid the 

blame time frame. At the end of the day, in the dc reactor-type FCL, the current in the restricting impedance 

is dependably dc for ordinary task and for the blame condition. In the proposed BSSFCL, the current in the 

reactance is dc amid typical activity and moves toward becoming ac amid The dc reactor-type FCLs have 

great execution amid ordinary task mode yet they can't control the blame current effectively. Then again, ac 

reactor-type FCLs can effectively diminish the blame current to an adequate level yet they have significant 
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misfortunes amid the typical task mode. Likewise, exchanging amongst ordinary and blame condition causes 

high over voltages on the power-gadgets switches. Moreover, keeping in mind the end goal to have an 

appropriate FCL, it is prescribed to join the dc and ac reactor-based FCLs with unrivaled favorable 

circumstances. In this paper, a novel and basic extension compose strong state blame current limiter 

(BSSFCL) structure in light of ac/dc reactors is displayed that conquers the vast majority of the FCLs 

disadvantages illustrated beforehand. Truth be told, the recently proposed BSSFCL is a dc reactor-type FCL 

amid typical activity mode which stays away from the unfortunate immersion of the dc reactor and it is an ac 

reactor-type FCL amid the blame time frame. As such, in the dc reactor-type FCL, the current in the restricting 

impedance is dependably dc for typical activity and for the blame condition. In the proposed BSSFCL, the 

current in the reactance is dc amid ordinary activity and progresses toward becoming ac amid blame task. 

Utilizing a solitary reactor in the two applications (dc and actask) causes unimportant power misfortune in 

typical activity, embeddings vast impedance in the present way amid the blame condition, snappy reaction, 

and quick recuperation after blame evacuation. 

II.TYPES OF FAULT CURRENT LIMITERS 

The types of fault current limiter as fallows 

1.Pyrotechnic fault current limiters  

2.Fault current limiting reactor, 

3.Superconducting FCL (SFCL), 

4. Solid-State FCL (SSFC), 

5. Electromagnetic FCL 

6. Hybrid FCL 

1.Fault current limiting reactor 

Fault Current Limiting reactors are coils used to restrain current amid fault condition. It is generally utilized 

for the fault current constraining in medium and low voltage dissemination framework, and is the most 

develop and least difficult kind of the fault current limiter. Such reactors have extensive estimation of 

inductive reactance and low ohmic protections. The present restricting procedure is accomplished by 

embeddings  impedance Z = jωL .For current restricting reactor, it is essential that attractive immersion at 

high does not decrease the loop reactance.It is by and large of two sorts air cored sort or iron cored type. Air 

cored reactor does not experience the ill effects of attractive  immersion and in this way their reactance is 

autonomous of current .For this reason air cored reactors are regularly utilized. 

 

 

 

Fig. Fault current limiting reactor 

2. Pyrotechnic fault current limiters  

The Pyrotechnic fault current limiters consists of extraordinarily quick switch which is capable of carrying a 

high rated current however incapable of limiting fault current .A high rupturing capacity fuse organized in 
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parallel .The switch is connected in series with the most conductor, associate degree external trigger is require 

to open it once fault occur within the system . When the main conductor is opened, this begin flowing through 

the parallel fuse, wherever it's restricted at intervals zero.5ms and then finally interrupted 

at subsequent voltage zero passage [20]. This flowing through the Pyrotechnic fault current limiters is 

monitored by associate degree electronic measurement and tripping device.At the terribly 1st rise of a fault 

current, this device decides whether tripping of the Is-Limiter is critical. so as to reach this call, 

the fast current and rate of current rise at the Is-Limiter are perpetually measured and evaluated. When the set 

points ar at the same time reached or exceeded, the Is-Limiter visits within the faulty phases. After operation 

the clipper should be disconnected by a series connected circuit-breaker so as to urge access for changing the 

tripped Is-Limiter. The invention of the Is-Limiter was tired 1955 so many thousand devices are with 

success utilized in DC, AC and particularly in three section system. 

3.Superconducting Fault Current Limiters 

Superconducting Fault Current Limiter (SFCL) is a novel electric hardware which has the ability to lessen the 

fault current level inside the main cycle of fault current .It utilizes the properties of superconductor to decrease 

the estimation of the fault current. Superconductor materials lose their electrical obstruction underneath 

certain basic estimations of temperature, attractive field, and current thickness. Beneath these basic esteem it 

has unimportant impedance and it is said to be in its superconducting mode or more these basic esteem it has 

high impedance and said to be in its current restricting mode. Expanding any of these three parameters over 

their basic esteem makes the material extinguish i.e. change from its superconducting mode to its high 

obstruction mode. Superconducting fault current uses variable impedance which is associated in arrangement 

with the electrical framework that changes relying upon working conditions. At the point when faults happen, 

the impedance ascends to an esteem where fault current is correspondingly decreased to a lower level which 

the electrical switch can deal with [23]. Superconductors are of two kinds Low temperature and High 

temperature superconductors .Low temperature superconductors (LTS) are original superconductors and these 

"traditional" metallic superconductors have change temperatures beneath 25 K. Because of the low working 

temperature (for the most part the material is cooled utilizing fluid helium to 4.2 K), the cooling costs are to 

a great degree high and fault current limiters in light of LTS are not anticipated that would be marketed. In 

1986 another class of superconductors was found. Their generally high progress temperatures prompted the 

name high temperature superconductors (HTS). High temperature superconductors (HTS) are earthenware 

materials and are second era superconductors. Commonsense HTS's have basic temperatures up to 110 K. 

Limiters using hightemperature superconductors are normally cooled with fluid nitrogen and working at 77 

K [21]. Since the appearance of business second era (2G) high temperature superconductor wires (HTS),a 

practical business configuration is getting to be doable. YBCO (Yttrium-Barium- copper-Oxide) covered 

conduits have moved toward becoming altogether critical for novel SCFCL plans. The rule advantage of 

utilizing high temperature superconductors is a monetary one with lessened refrigeration capital expenses and, 

all the more imperatively, running expenses [22]. Magnesium Diboride (MgB2) has likewise risen as a 

reasonable applicant material for FCL gadgets. The major focal points of this material is its cheapness, 

henceforth using MgB2 is required to lessen the cost for superconducting material utilized as a part of the 

SCFCL. Superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) is a perfect current limiter, yet it is still just in the 

investigating stage. The specialized execution of superconducting fault current limiters has been shown by 

various fruitful ventures. 

4.Solid State Fault Current Limiters 

Solid-state fault current limiters comprise of semiconductor gadgets which can intrude on a fault current amid 

its ascent before the pinnacle esteem is come to. It is a propelled current intrusion innovation which offers a 

reasonable arrangement against fault current happen in the transmission what's more, dissemination 

framework. Late improvements in control exchanging innovation have made solid state limiters appropriate 

for voltage and power levels important for dispersion framework applications. It uses semiconductor (solid 
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state) switches as the non-direct components causing the condition based increment in impedance amid the 

fault. Specifically the advance in advancement of Silicon Carbide (SiC) semiconductors too as advances in 

Silicon (Si) based gadgets draws increment consideration inside the R&D people group for use in FCL 

gadgets. Solid state limiters utilize a mix of inductors, capacitors and thyristors or entryway kill thyristors 

(GTO) to accomplish fault restricting usefulness. It comprises of solid state switch, current restricting 

impedance, voltage restricting component, an arrangement electrical switch, an overcurrent indicator and a 

control gadget. The current restricting conduct of SSFCL depends on/off status change of semiconductor 

exchanging gadgets. A current restricting impedance is associated in parallel with the solid state switch with 

the goal that the current keep on flowing, yet at a restricted level, after the solid state switch interferes with 

the fault current. Directly, two noteworthy SSFCL ventures are driven by EPRI [24]: one is based on silicon 

GTO; the other on SiC - GTO. Both are controlled by outside signs. Arkansas Power Electronics International 

(APEI) at the University of Arkansas has effectively built up a low power solid state FCL (SSFCL) test unit 

utilizing SiC gadgets. While the power rating is still little (roughly 1 kW) this venture is significant since this 

is the primary SiC based FCL of this kind. In 1992, Toshiba built up the 2kV/400A SSFCL with shunt reactor, 

which can constrain the enduring state cut off from 11 kA to 940 An in the 10 kV framework. 

5.Electromagnetic Dynamic Fault Current Limiter 

A DFCL is an electromagnetic FCL which naturally and quickly changes its own impedance contingent on 

the greatness of the fault current. Consequently keeping up the let through current inside a tight scope of 

values. A DFCL works inside a large portion of a cycle (8 milliseconds for 60Hz) to adequately secure 

downstream gear and gadgets. The DFCL works at surrounding temperature. This FCL gives variable 

impedance corresponding to the short out current with the end goal that increasingly the current endeavors to 

build progressively the restricting activity gave by it. It has low power utilization and have sufficiently low 

impedance up to typical currents so it doesn't cause poor voltage control at typical working condition. These 

EMFCLs are self-activated gadgets also, naturally return back to its low impedance state after decrease of 

current to ordinary qualities. It is a dependable and successful current constraining answer for the keen matrix. 

It is called "dynamic" FCL as the impedance fluctuates with current . The DFCL basically deals with the 

guideline of variety of inductance and inductive reactance of a loop twisted on a center which has attractive 

porousness corresponding to the magneto thought process compel (MMF) urged the attractive circuit. Such 

an incremental porousness prompts an expanding reactance relative to the current passing through the curl. 

The penetrability of the customary attractive materials for different transition densities is about consistent in 

the working extent underneath attractive immersion in this way driving to almost consistent inductance and 

inductive reactance over a scope of currents. The center material utilized as a part of the DFCL has radially 

pre-adjusted attractive areas in the internal and outward headings when contrasted with traditional centers 

with arbitrary space arrangement [23]. DFCLs have a power rating of 9.35 MVA (12 kV, 0.45 kA) and are 

working at client plants since 2008 [24]. 

6.Hybrid FCL 

In 2001, Shi et al proposed a novel Triggered Vacuum Switch (TVS) based FCL. Hybrid Fault Current 

Limiters employments a blend of mechanical switches, strong state FCL(s), superconducting and different 

advancements to make current relief. Circuit breakers and mechanical based changes experience the ill effects 

of deferrals in the few cycles go. Power electronic switches are quick accordingly what's more, can open amid 

a zero voltage crossing henceforth commutating the voltage over its contacts in a cycle [25]. In their work, 

they express that the reactance of the capacitor C1 and reactor L is around zero at ostensible power 

frequencies. ZnO arrester is an ordinary overvoltage insurance gadget. In ordinary condition, the TVS and 

SW2 are in the off state. SW2 is a brisk perpetual attraction vacuum contactor with a 3-10ms conclusion 

delay, which counteracts TVS from long-term curve disintegration. At the point when a blame happens, a 

trigger flag is sent to the two TVS and the contactor turning on the sidestep capacitor C1. This makes a 

circumstance where the reactor L will constrain the blame current instantly. Capacitor C2 answitch SW1 are 
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set-up as a regular arrangement pay [26]. Fuji Electric and Kansai Electric Power Company mutually built up 

a hybrid 400 V with current constraining gadget for control dissemination, which is made out of vacuum 

switch and GTO in parallel [27]. 

 

Fig. Hybrid FCL 

CONCLUSION 

Integration of renewable energy with the most grid is that the demand for varied countries. This 

approaches will increase the prospect of short-circuit capability in electrical systems. To limit the height 

worth of fault current is one in every of the best difficult thing in trendy power system. The fault current 

clipper acknowledge and limits the contact level throughout station fault while not disconnecting integrated 

system  As availability of superconductor in India is scarce implementation of superconducting FCL is a 

costly business. Therefore solid state FCL must be introduced. It can be seen that research is been made in 

various field of FCLs to improve their response and make it economically available in the market. 
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